
Procedural memory 

Procedural memory examples 

Riding a bike 

Tying shoes 

Reading or writing 

Memory for motor skills or cognitive skills 

Intact in most individuals with amnesia 

 



Implicit learning 

Task is to trace 

between 2 outlines of 

the star while viewing 

hand in mirror 

Amnesic ptnts 

Improve over time 

Implicit learning 

Acquire new information 

without awareness  

Procedural memory 

Pursuit rotor task 



CogLab: Implicit learning 
Spring 2012 results 

 Random condition   Pattern condition 

 N = 9     N = 4   
     The actual rule was: 3 4 2 3 1 2 1 4 3 2 4 1 

 

  Block 10 random for both conditions  



CogLab: Implicit learning 
Global results 

 Random condition   Pattern condition 

 N = ~13000    N = ~13000  
     The actual rule was: 3 4 2 3 1 2 1 4 3 2 4 1 

  Block 10 random for both conditions 



Destrebecqz & Cleeremans (2001) 

Question: 

What is the role of consciousness in learning? 

Method – in general: 

Serial reaction time task (SRT)  

Practice sequence that follows repeating pattern 

Use PDP: process dissociation procedure 

Explicit verbal report not sufficient test 

Implicit/explicit tests are not “process pure” 



Process dissociation procedure (PDP) 
Jacoby (1991); Jacoby, et al. (1993) 

Study list of words 

Full attention vs divided attention 

Word-completion (old and new stems) 

Inclusion: recall or guess words from list 

Exclusion: do not recall prior study words  

PDP: (calculated on old word answer probability) 

Inclusion: Recollection (R) or familiarity 
R + F - RF 

Exclusion: Familiarity 
F (1 – R) = F – RF 

Recollection = Inclusion – Exclusion;  

Familiarity = Exclusion / (1 – Recollection) 

Conclusions 

Full vs divided attention: R = .25 vs .00;  F = .47 vs .46 



Destrebecqz & Cleeremans (2001) 
Study phase 

15 training blocks (block = 96 trials!) of serial 4-choice RT task 

IV: duration of RSI = response-stimulus interval (0 or 250ms RSI) 

12-element sequences (SOC); each block 8 repetitions 

Block 13 had different (opposite) sequence 

Test phase 

Free generation (examine three element chunks) 

Inclusion: generate another sequence of 96 trials 

Exclusion: avoid reproducing the sequence regularities 

Recognition test: 24 fragments of 3 trials – confidence of similarity on 
6-point scale (1 = certain in training) 

Hypotheses 

0-RSI impair explicit sequence learning, but intact implicit learning 



Destrebecqz & Cleeremans (2001) 

Sequence learning 

occurred for both RSI 

conditions 

Evidence: 

Faster RT over blocks 

RTs increased in both 

conditions on Block 13 

Performance recovered to 

pre-training levels for 

Block 14 & 15 

Effect of RSI: 

RTs faster for 250 RSI 

condition 



Destrebecqz & Cleeremans (2001) 

Generation tasks   Recognition test 

 

p =.07 
p < .005 

Ratings: 

6 = certain 

not in 

training 

 

3 = believe 

fragment 

was part of 

training 

sequence 

 

1= certain 

was in 

training 



Destrebecqz & Cleeremans (2001) 

Results: 
Both RSI grps able to purposefully generate sequence 
(inclusion) 

0-RSI kept generating sequences in exclusion condition – 
no control over knowledge 

RSI able to differentiate between old/new triplets on 
recognition test 

Conclusions: 
RSI grp: explicit knowledge of sequence 

0-RSI grp: implicit learning without explicit knowledge 

“Learning can be unconscious to the extent that relevant 
knowledge can influence behavior yet remain unavailable 
to conscious control.” (p343) 

Implicit and explicit measures are NOT process pure 



Implications 

Dissociation between implicit and explicit 

learning 

Explicit: higher quality memory trace 

Implicit also influence processing (regardless of 

quality) 

Explicit: takes time to learn (over training) and time to 

process (during trial – e.g. RSI) 

Applications? 

Future directions? 



Coates, Butler & Berry 

(2006) 

Q: What is influence of implicit memory on consumer 
choice 

Method: 
Encoding phase: Coupon rating task (good coupon?) 

Test phase: rank brands they “would actually buy, in order 
of preference” 

IV: studied vs non-studied brands 

IV: familiar and unfamiliar brands 

Result: 
Selection rate higher for studied vs non-studied 

Unfamiliar brands could be primed, but smaller effect 

Conclusion: single prior exposure can lead Ss to 
consider buying old or new brand 



PsychINFO search Sp’12 
Serial reaction time test & implicit learning 

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Study of Regional Brain 
Activation During Implicit Sequence Learning in Obsessive-
Compulsive Disorder. 

Procedural learning in schizophrenia: Evidence from serial 
reaction time. 

Position–item associations play a role in the acquisition of order 
knowledge in an implicit serial reaction time task. 

Oral cortisol impairs implicit sequence learning. 

Implicit sequence learning with serial reaction time tasks: Current 
issues and problems. 

Implicit memory and the formation of new associations in 
nondemented Parkinson's disease individuals and individuals 
with senile dementia of the Alzheimer type: A serial reaction time 
(SRT) investigation. 

Working memory and sequence learning in the Hebb Digits task: 
Awareness is predicted by individual differences in operation 
span 
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